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Abstract
This article critically appraises Canadian Immigration and 
Refugee Board decision-making that imposes burdens on 
diverse sexual orientation and gender identity and expres-
sion refugee claimants of colour to prove that they are queer 
according to homonationalist interpretations of queerness. 
This article examines decisions clustered around historical 
developments in the reception of racialized sexual minori-
ties, including Canada (AG) v Ward, which made sexual 
minority refugee claims possible; Bill C-31, the immigration 
and refugee policy motivated by national security interests 
in the post-9/11 era; and 2017 guidelines designed to dis-
pel misunderstandings about refugee claimants’ sexuality. 
Across this history, credibility assessments of refugee claims 
have undergone significant recalibrations, yet continue to 
reflect homonationalist values.
Résumé
Cet article évalue de façon critique la manière dont le pro-
cessus de décision de la Commission de l’immigration et 
du statut de réfugié du Canada impose aux demandeurs 
d’asile d’orientations sexuelles et d’identités ou d’expressions 
de genre diverses le fardeau de prouver qu’ils sont queer en 
vertu d’interprétations homonationalistes. L’article examine 
des décisions regroupées autour de développements histo-
riques dans la réception des minorités sexuelles racialisées, 
dont Canada (Procureur général) c. Ward, qui a rendu 
possible les demandes d’asile sur la base de l’appartenance 
à une minorité sexuelle; le Projet de loi C-31, politique 
d’immigration et d’asile motivée par des intérêts de sécurité 
nationale dans l’ère post-11-septembre; et les directives de 
2017 conçues pour dissiper les malentendus concernant la 
sexualité des demandeurs d’asile. Bien qu’ayant subi des 
ajustements importants à travers l’histoire, l’évaluation de 
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la crédibilité des demandes d’asile continue de refléter des 
valeurs homonationalistes.
1. Introduction
In this article we critically appraise Canadian Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB) decision-making that imposed burdens on diverse sexual orientation and gender iden-
tity and expression (SOGIE) refugee claimants of colour to 
prove that they are queer according to homonationalist 
interpretations of queerness.1 We interrogate legal discourses 
on “authentic queer refugeeness,” an attribute attached to 
persons who are socially, politically, and legally organized in 
ways that force them to conform to white Western ideals.2 
Belying this identity are settler colonial, white supremacist 
interpretations of belonging to Canadian lgb community.3 
Through an analysis of Canadian jurisprudence, we show 
that an undue burden is placed on queer refugee claimants 
of colour when homonationalist scripts inform IRB decision-
making on the credibility of their claims.4
Coined by Jasbir Puar, the term homonationalism refers 
to a nationally recognized version of homosexuality, predi-
cated on “the segregation and disqualification of racial and 
sexual others from the national imaginary.”5 Homonational-
ism sits at the root of legal and political processes by which a 
nationalist agenda defines and imposes narrow definitions of 
queerness for its citizenry. The application of the construct of 
homonationalism to the history of Canada’s refugee system 
has a place in emergent socio-legal scholarship. As David 
Murray argues, “The refugee apparatus is contributing to 
the production of a new permutation of homonationalism, a 
highly delimited and normative narrative of same-sex sexual 
citizenship and national belonging, which now includes some 
migrant bodies, but excludes many others.”6 This permuta-
tion underscores the narratives queer refugee claimants must 
enact in order to qualify for refugee protection. Hegemonic 
sogie refugee narratives inform credibility assessments in IRB 
contexts. This means that claims to queerness that do not meet 
nationally recognized definitions of queerness are associated 
with fraud in IRB determinations.7 While this analysis could 
apply to the range of diverse sogie representation, our focus 
will be on sexuality or sexual orientation—gay, lesbian, and 
bisexual persons—with the acknowledgement that persons 
with diverse gender identities and expressions—trans*, gen-
derqueer, and gender-neutral folk—face complex and unique 
challenges in relation to racialization and refugeeness that are 
beyond the scope of this article. We explicitly acknowledge 
that gender identity and expression constitute a critical area 
of inquiry for future research and should be addressed and 
affirmed in refugee frameworks.
We extend our analysis by returning to Puar’s origi-
nal application of homonationalism: to post-9/11 North 
American politics. For Puar, “during this historical junc-
ture, there is a very specific production of terrorist bodies 
against properly queer subjects.”8 The incommensurability 
of these subject states rests on an envisioning of queerness 
informed by “conservative homonormative ideologies and 
queer liberalism.”9 Canada’s refugee system deals in queer 
exclusions, evidenced by IRB decision-making, especially 
in the post-9/11 era. Since the 2001 airplane hijackings and 
attacks on the US Pentagon and World Trade Center, nation-
states including Canada have exhibited increasing suspicion 
toward racialized subjects—including and especially refu-
gees—borne out in regulation, securitization, and policing. 
Homonationalism complicates constructions of refugeeness, 
and constructs of The Refugee are considerably distanced 
from the reality that refugees experience: refugees, and in 
particular sexuality minority refugees, are vulnerable and 
fleeing trauma, and should be supported rather than feared.
Through this lens of homonationalism, we examine deci-
sions rendered by IRBs and on appeal, clustered around 
historical developments in the reception of racialized sexual 
minorities. Specifically, we first consider decisions following 
the establishment of sexual minorities as a special group 
entitled to protection from persecution under domestic 
refugee law, as determined in the 1993 decision Canada (AG) 
v Ward.10 Next, we analyze decisions following Bill C-31, 
the immigration and refugee policy motivated by national 
security interests in the post-9/11 era.11 Finally, we investi-
gate decisions that were required to incorporate 2017 guide-
lines designed to dispel misunderstandings about diverse 
sogie refugee claimants.12 Across this history, credibility 
assessments of refugee claims have undergone significant 
recalibrations. In this article we evaluate whether and to 
what extent IRB discourses, so recalibrated in these three 
historical moments, consistently reflect homonationalist 
values. In particular, jurisprudence since the Ward decision 
has included patterns of credibility assessments that reflect 
narrowly conceived forms of queer liberation—gendered 
aesthetics, participating in lgb culture, disavowal of tradi-
tional cultural values—that may not be accessible or known 
to racialized refugees. The discursive analysis in this article 
highlights how IRbs act as gatekeepers and keep that gate 
shut on the basis of homonationalist standards of queer 
expression.
2. Connecting Homonationalism to Canadian 
Refugeeness
Puar’s concept of homonationalism entails biopolitical 
arrangements that uphold a nationally acceptable or respect-
able queer identity. Those sexual minorities who receive 
national recognition must express queerness in ways that 
signal a “turn toward life.” Put another way, “By regularizing 
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queerness, [heteronationalist discourse] patrols the bounda-
ries between queer subjects who are invited into life and 
queer populations who come into being through their per-
verse sexual-racial attributes and histories.”13 For instance, 
they must avoid sex work, bathhouses, and an HIV/AIDS diag-
nosis.14 A properly queer subject must also turn toward the 
perpetuation of life by, as examples, seeking same-sex mar-
riage, making use of reproductive technologies or adoption 
services to build families, and contributing to the revitaliza-
tion of their communities. The problem is not the elements 
themselves, but that these elements become the only accept-
able way of being queer. In other words, sexual citizenship 
tends to be more accessible to these expressions of queerness, 
and closed off to subversive or subaltern expressions.15 The 
parameters to citizenship can be construed broadly in terms 
of national belonging, such that citizens are constituted as 
such by legal, political, and cultural practice. One comes to be 
a citizen—or more precisely in this context, one is welcomed 
into the nation—when normalized through the discourses 
of a polity. Sexual minorities are policed and produced in 
order to belong to a body politic, and are excluded from that 
body politic when they are too subversive. Sexual minority 
refugees are considered both subversive, as potential security 
threats, and liminal, given that they are in political and legal 
limbo. This makes their position all the more precarious, as 
they have the subjective construction of their refugeeness 
coupled with homonationalist expectation.
How does the intersection of sexual and racial histories 
come to signify the perverse? Subtending the properly queer 
figure of homonationalist discourses are interlocking sys-
tems of oppression at the core of the Canadian state, in par-
ticular settler colonization and white supremacy. In Puar’s 
words, “The ascendancy of whiteness and the ascendancy of 
heteronorms are biopolitical comrades.”16 The queer libera-
tion available through homonationalist biopolitics is avail-
able only to subjects with racial privilege. Those queer sub-
jects too subversive, or even not queer enough, to achieve 
national belonging enact a queerness that falls outside the 
bounds of white liberal identity work. When considering 
Puar’s theorizing on homonationalism, Sara Ahmed argues, 
“Racism saturates everyday and institutional spaces,” which 
affectively renders an ethnic minority “out of place.”17
Homonationalism, then, affects queer subjects, and 
in particular queer refugees, in two ways. First, when lgb 
membership is so heavily policed, those queer folk who live 
on the fringes of membership, or whose practices do not sig-
nal a turn toward life, are excluded or discounted. They are 
regarded and treated as not properly queer, or as an embar-
rassment to the queer community. To coin a phrase used by 
Sara Ahmed, they are “out of place,” insofar as they do not 
belong to Canadian queer communities.18 In the context of 
IRB decision-making, claimants who fail to enact acceptable 
forms of queerness are not granted refugee status, so they are 
excluded and excised from the body politic altogether. Sec-
ond, sexual minority claimants come to perform particular 
versions of sexual identity in order to satisfy an Immigration 
and Refugee Board that has constructed Canadian refugee-
ness along homonationalist lines. Their negotiation of legal 
process produces narrow forms of queerness.19 Therefore 
IRbs as homonationalist instruments produce the categories 
of sexual citizenship that qualify for state protection.20 As we 
go on to demonstrate, the failure of some claimants, and the 
success of others at the cost of having their identities policed, 
are racially inflected. As Lacroix has argued, “Refugeeness 
emerges then as a way of understanding the particular sub-
jective experience [of refugees] in relation to existing refugee 
policies.”21 These policies derive from legal, political, and 
social frameworks that reflect sexual and racial bias.
Homonationalism also affects the nation-state in two 
directions. First, the nation is constituted by successful 
claimants, meaning that lgb representation stagnates in the 
national landscape. Canada’s concept of homosexuality, in 
other words, becomes a homogenous one.22 Second, homon-
ationalist discourses trigger the narrative of the saviour state, 
where the emphasis in refugee determinations is not on how 
racialized queer folk are cast off but that any queer folk at all 
are brought in. Homonationalism, therefore, facilitates the 
narrative that Canada is an inclusive, tolerant, welcoming 
place for queer subjects, especially compared to non-white 
countries. Ahmed asks us to be wary of discourses that 
emphasize a nation’s sexual freedom, which “can be mobilized 
in the war on terror, and can be used to justify the extension 
of state racism.”23 Through homonationalist arrangements, 
the Canadian nation-state claims sexual liberation as a defin-
ing attribute, in opposition to non-white, non-Western states 
that are characterized as sexually repressive.
In what follows, we present analysis of selected cases where 
an IRb questioned a refugee claim on the basis of the credibility 
of the claimant’s sexual minority membership. The record we 
present cannot guarantee to feature persons of colour, given 
that this information is not explicitly identified in the text 
of IRb decisions and there is no systematized analysis of the 
jurisprudence on racial grounds. What we have done instead 
is examine decisions featuring refugee claimants whose coun-
tries of reference have predominantly non-white populations. 
These countries carry ethnic or cultural histories, values, and 
practices that contribute to more complex and diverse itera-
tions of sexuality. Insofar as refugee claimants come from a 
country that is predominantly non-white, their enactments of 
sexuality may be incommensurate with Canada’s understand-
ing of sexuality. So regardless of how claimants’ bodies are 
read, regardless of whether they are a visible black or brown 
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minority, they are racialized when their version of sexuality—
a version that evolved from predominantly non-white cultural 
traditions—is ruled inauthentic.
We also present a mixed record on how the undue burden 
of sexual minority authentication operates as a norm in refu-
gee law. Canada’s refugee system has mechanisms to catch 
when decisions reflect bias, as evidenced when IRB decisions 
are scrutinized at the Federal Court (fc) level. IRB deci-
sions have been overturned for relying on stereotype, and 
the fc has explicitly stated that refugee status applications 
cannot be determined on the basis of stereotype.24 While 
appellate bodies have served as a check on the IRb, appeals 
are not a viable option for all sexual minority refugee claim-
ants, nor should that be their recourse to access justice; they 
should simply not be failed at the IRB level. As noted in the 
literature, “While the Federal Court has made these issues 
jurisprudentially clear, the volume, [and] repetition … of 
this jurisprudence indicate the difficulty first-level decision 
makers continue to have adjudicating [lgb] asylum claims.”25 
Further, initial decisions—even the ones overturned—do 
affective work. As long as stereotypes continue to creep in, 
they affect queer enactments and conceptualizations of the 
nation-state. As Ahmed articulates, “Words can indeed be 
affective; a mere proximity between words can make danger 
an essential quality of others.”26 In that spirit, one where we 
are interested in the affective implications of legal discourse, 
we explore select examples where we see that the success of 
a diverse sogie refugee claimant is predicated at least ini-
tially on imagined whiteness, or affinity for Canadian queer 
culture that presents as white and is made for white subjects. 
The first era we turn to is the Ward decision, which opened 
the door to queer refugee protection, but also launched the 
ascendance of queer credibility.27
3. The Ward Decision: The Ascendance of Queer 
Credibility
Refugee law first recognized sexual minorities as members 
of a social group that could have a well-founded fear of per-
secution in 1990s-era jurisprudence.28 In the 1991 case Re N. 
(K.U.), the IRB granted asylum to a gay man who feared per-
secution for identifying as a homosexual in his country of 
reference, Bangladesh.29 Following this case, the identifica-
tion of diverse sogie refugees as members of a social group 
was formalized in the obiter dictum of the 1993 Supreme 
Court of Canada (scc) decision Canada (AG) v Ward, which 
itself did not directly pertain to diverse sogie refugees.30 
Through the course of his reasoning for a unanimous judg-
ment, Justice Gerard La Forest took the opportunity to define 
social group under refugee law. The definition is threefold: 
(1) “groups defined by an innate, unchangeable character-
istic”; (2) groups consisting in members who associate for 
reasons so fundamental to their human dignity that forcing 
them to forsake association is out of the question; and (3) 
groups that might have originally been based on volun-
tary membership but became historically permanent.31 As 
stipulated in the decision, “The first category would embrace 
individuals fearing persecution on such bases as gender, lin-
guistic background and sexual orientation.”32
Subsequent IRBs complied with the Ward ruling, adopt-
ing in their decisions the scc’s definition of a social group.33 
Ward paved the way for refugee claims based on sexual ori-
entation, provided the claimant could prove membership. 
IRBs, then, incorporated into decisions on sexual minority 
refugee applications proof of social group membership. This 
additional expectation of claimants meant that a portion 
of claim determination turned on credibility—not just that 
the claimant was an authentic refugee, but that the claimant 
was authentically queer. The regime established for sexual 
minority refugee claims has posed complications for deter-
mining credibility. Nicholas Hersh argues that in the absence 
of formalized rules for what constitutes proof of social group 
membership, “adjudicators sometimes impose burdensome 
and unfair expectations on claimants to prove their sexual 
orientation when soliciting refugee status.”34 Homonational-
ist narratives underpin many of the most egregious expec-
tations in credibility determinations. Specifically, Sharalyn 
Jordan and Chris Morrissey describe these trends: “Deci-
sionmakers rely on their own background knowledge—often 
based on culturally constrained understandings of sexuali-
ties and genders—to assess the credibility of an applicant’s 
identity claim.”35
Constrained IRB understandings of sexuality pose unique 
challenges for racialized persons. There are instances of IRB 
decision-makers assuming that queer folk modulate their 
appearance to match a specific aesthetic, most evident in 
butch lesbians or effeminate gay men. According to United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees Guidelines, “A 
person cannot be denied refugee status based on a require-
ment that they change or conceal their identity, opinions 
or characteristics in order to avoid persecution.”36 In other 
words, that refugee claimants did not enact recognizable 
forms of queerness in their country of reference cannot 
count as grounds for questioning the credibility of their 
sexuality. Nevertheless, there have been IRB decisions that 
have presumed claimants would modify their appearance to 
express familiar forms of queerness after living in Canada 
long enough. The presumption was that Canada is a safe 
place for queer expression—recognizable kinds of queer 
expression at that—so there should no longer be reason to 
conceal identity, opinions, or characteristics.
For example, in Herrera v Canada (Minister of Citizen-
ship and Immigration), the fc overturned an IRB decision 
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for exhibiting bias—or a “thoroughly discredited stereotype 
which should not have any bearing on the Board’s judg-
ment of the Applicant’s credibility”—when rejecting a 
refugee application.37 The applicant, Oscar Marquez Her-
rera, claimed he was rejected by his family and employers, 
and subjected to physical and verbal violence in Mexico for 
being a gay man.38 The original reasoning for rejecting his 
refugee application included his lack of an “allure effémi-
née,” or effeminate appearance.39 The fc found the reason-
ing “particularly astonishing on the part of a decisionmaker 
who is in a position to adjudicate sensitive claims that could 
be expected to involve homosexuality.”40 The decision was 
sent back for redetermination before a different IRB on the 
grounds that the original board breached “both a principle 
of natural justice and procedural fairness” and made “unrea-
sonable and erroneous findings of fact.”41
Further, there are instances in the jurisprudence where 
claimants are expected to narratively distance themselves—
their identity, values, and motivations—from their country 
of reference, and demonstrate that their liberation involves 
incorporation into Canadian queer cultures and contexts. In 
Dosmakova v Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigra-
tion), Sofya Dosmakova of Kazakhstan applied for refugee 
protection on the grounds of religion and sexual orientation. 
She explained she had begun a romantic relationship with 
a female friend at the age of fifty-six and consequently had 
encountered beatings and police intimidation. When asked 
in her IRB hearing about her sexuality, she testified that she 
felt “happiness and sexually satisfied … and had no regrets.”42 
The board did not find this answer credible, because she 
should have felt inner turmoil about her sexuality while liv-
ing in a country of reference that subjected her to persecu-
tion. In other words, Dosmakova should have felt alienated 
and ashamed in Kazakhstan if she really were a lesbian. Her 
application was originally rejected, until the fc remitted her 
application for redetermination by a different board.
These examples illustrate that there is a very specific set 
of behaviours that IRBs have presumed reflect proper or 
authentic queerness. While Ward signalled a legal victory 
for sexual minority refugees, its strings attached—cred-
ibility jurisprudence—carried implications into post-9/11 
securitization strategies. Constructions of refugeeness, and 
their reliance on credibility determinations, were further 
reshaped through immigration and refugee policy. This fun-
damentally changed the Ward decision’s impact on sexual 
minority refugee claimants.
4. Legislative Reform in the 9/11 Turn: The 
Securitization of Refugees
The credibility of refugee claims came under renewed scru-
tiny in the post-9/11 world. In 2001, shortly before (though 
since interpreted through the lens of) the September 11 air-
plane hijackings and attacks on the us Pentagon and World 
Trade Center, Canada’s immigration and refugee system 
was overhauled with the passing of Bill C-11, the Immigra-
tion and Refugee Protection Act (IRPA).43 This policy, and the 
political discourse it generated, would come to represent a 
turn in the underlying premise of refugee acceptance, where 
refugees came to be regarded and treated as much greater 
security risks. Gradually a securitization agenda emerged in 
Canada, intensified following large-scale terrorist attacks on 
North American soil perpetrated by non-white persons. A 
securitization paradigm gave authorities further incentive 
to make policies against unwanted migrants much harsher: 
“Securitization as a process means that the spheres of internal 
and external security are merging after a period of polariza-
tion in which those two areas of activity had hardly anything 
in common. We have witnessed a change in perspective: 
states—and specifically their external security agencies, 
which traditionally worked against a foreign enemy—have 
identified new threats, such as terrorism, international 
criminality and unemployment, which coalesce in the image 
of the migrant.”44
The IRPA was described and deployed as a “protection” 
act; it organized the government as a protector of Canadi-
ans from the potential threats of immigrants and refugees. 
Under article 3(2), policy objectives include “(g) to protect 
the health and safety of Canadians and to maintain the secu-
rity of Canadian society; and (h) to promote international 
justice and security by denying access to Canadian territory 
to persons, including refugee claimants, who are security 
risks or serious criminals.”45
While these policy developments operated separate from 
the Ward decision, and the identification of sexual minorities 
as a social group under refugee law as established in Ward 
remains intact, the IRPA has had an impact on the status of 
racialized sexual minority refugee claimants. Their credibil-
ity is questioned more vigorously, and this has changed how 
the precedent established through Ward operates. Therefore, 
relying on the Ward decision to protect sexual minorities 
ignores the fact that the 1993 decision occurred in a pre-9/11 
context, and our national landscape since 9/11 has rendered 
the position of all racialized refugees, including sexual 
minorities, much more precarious.
Canada’s refugee apparatus saw its next significant reform 
following a federal election that resulted in a Conservative 
majority government. Bill C-31 was tabled in 2011, received 
royal assent in June 2012, and came into force as the Protecting 
Canada’s Immigration System Act in December 2012.46 The 
Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada has described 
this legislative reform as “one of the most significant trans-
formations in its history.”47 Jason Kenney (at the time the 
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federal minister of citizenship, immigration and multicul-
turalism), along with his political party (the Conservative 
Party, holding a majority government at the time), claimed 
that the bill was meant to solve backlog due to fraudulent 
claims: “The system is clogged with false applications.”48
The law dramatically amended the Immigration and Refu-
gee Protection Act and the Balanced Refugee Reform Act, for 
the purpose of “provid[ing] for the expediting of the process-
ing of refugee protection claims.”49 As described, “The new 
regime entails a swath of measures that aim to ‘crack down’ 
[in ways that] seriously erode the protection imperative in 
domestic and international law.”50 In particular, the refugee 
claims process was expedited by introducing new qualifica-
tion and appointment standards for IRB decision-makers, 
rendering the deportation process more efficient, and deny-
ing appeal measures to particular refugee categories. With 
compressed timelines for refugee status determination, pres-
sure on sexual minority refugee claimants was increased to 
produce evidence of queer membership—evidence of rela-
tionships, cultural participation, and group affiliation claim-
ants now lack time to develop.51 Jordan and Morrissey con-
cur: “Under the new system applicants simply will not have 
time to connect with [lgB] communities or organizations.”52
Further, with legislative reform the figure of the refugee 
was set in even sharper relief against the figure of the criminal, 
or the threat to national security. Definitions of criminality 
as grounds for denying refugee status were expanded under 
the new legal measures, dropping the requirement that seri-
ous criminals must pose a public danger in order for their 
refugee claim to be denied. Bill C-31 additionally introduced 
mandatory detention and stricter rules for irregular entry 
(e.g., boat arrivals, safe country provisions) and the removal 
of permanent residents who lose their protected status.53 
According to Kathryn Trevenen and Alexa Degagne, legisla-
tion organized in response to the spectre of the “bogus refu-
gee” concretizes hegemonic racial divides and the national 
mythologies built along those divides: “The idea that there 
are hordes of (deceptive and greedy) ‘bogus refugees’ seek-
ing to take advantage of the (generous and fair) Canadian 
immigration system works to justify increased surveillance, 
regulation, and refusal of refugee claimants. The ‘bogus refu-
gee’ thus joins the ‘queue jumpers,’ ‘the terrorists,’ and the 
‘dependents’—racialized figures, positioned as threatening, 
who wait at Canadian borders, looking for a gap in security 
or an excess of the mythological Canadian softheartedness.”54
These dividing lines drawn between the problematized 
racial figure and the nation-state exploring its limits of liberal 
tolerance “depend on complex processes of both queering 
and racializing to make the divisions between worthy citi-
zens and excluded ‘others.’”55 While the security apparatuses 
developed in refugee law do not explicitly work to exclude 
racialized sexual minorities, they nevertheless reinforce the 
entrenched paradigms that subtend diverse sogie credibil-
ity determinations.56 Legislation like Bill C-31 engenders a 
“problematic proximity” between refugees and fraud.57 In 
contexts saturated with racism, this proximity is exacerbated 
when the refugee claimant’s country of reference is racialized 
and associated with terrorist activity.
Claimant testimony entered as evidence may include 
knowledge of and involvement in queer culture (without 
the acknowledgement that queer culture is regionally spe-
cific), including Pride events and popular Canadian lgb bars, 
social establishments, and/or advocacy groups. The expec-
tation of engagement in and knowledge of explicitly lgb 
spaces in Canada presupposes that these spaces are welcom-
ing, accessible, and desirable for queers of colour. Further, 
the expectation of “giving back” through advocacy presumes 
the queer subject embraces, and has the wherewithal to 
enact, civic engagement. For example, the fc overturned the 
decision originally rendered in Essa v Canada (Minister of 
Citizenship and Immigration) for expecting the applicant to 
know and frequent Montreal’s gay neighbourhood, a pre-
sumption the fc deemed “stereotypical and unreasonable.”58 
The applicant, Mohammad Essa, alleged that in his country 
of reference, Jordan, his uncle discovered him in a compro-
mising situation with his male partner and beat him.59 His 
uncle also subsequently sought a fatwa in order to have Essa 
killed.60 The applicant admitted ignorance about lgb culture 
in Quebec, claiming he was discrete about his sexuality. In 
his own words, “To be honest with you the way I’m living my 
life here is not the way that the gay community here is.”61 The 
IRB concluded that he was not gay as a result of his “reticence 
… to explore behaviour that is often characteristic of the gay 
community.”62 The fc found this reasoning stereotypical and 
unreasonable, and there was no need to address this aspect 
of Essa’s credibility.63
Similarly, in Buwu v Canada (Minister of Citizenship and 
Immigration), a Nigerian refugee claimant from Zimbabwe 
was initially rejected for, among other reasons, lacking 
familiarity with Canadian lesbian establishments.64 Anesu 
Buwu claimed she was physically attacked by her parents 
and brother when she disclosed her sexuality, her father 
threatening to kill her as she escaped.65 Among other rea-
sons, her credibility was questioned because “the claimant 
was not able to express … as to how she is living openly here 
in Canada.”66 On appeal, the original decision-making body 
was critiqued for relying on “personal and extrinsic knowl-
edge that is never put to the Applicant.”67 These examples fol-
low board decisions along lines of logic that expect claimants 
to distance themselves from their problematized countries 
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of reference and immerse themselves in liberatory Canadian 
culture. Authentic queerness thus requires a disavowal of 
terrorist proximities.
In response to the issues raised in post-Ward, post-9/11 IRB 
decisions, there was an attempt to regulate board encounters 
with refugees in order to ensure the decision-making did not 
rely on stereotypes. Guidelines developed in 2017 to regu-
late refugee decision-making acknowledge that IRBs should 
allow for diverse expressions of queerness, and direct adju-
dicators to consider the harm experienced by those who do 
not comply with hegemonic sogie norms. These guidelines 
offer progress for sexual minority refugees, but their identifi-
cation of the longstanding problem of entrenched prejudice 
signals a need for sustained vigilance in regulating the IRB 
encounter.
5. The Chairperson’s Guidelines: Regulating the IRB 
Encounter
In May 2017 the chairperson of the Immigration and Refugee 
Board issued guideline 9, “Proceedings before the IRB Involv-
ing Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity and Expression,” 
to address stereotype associated with diverse sogie refugee 
claimants. Its purpose as stated is “to promote greater under-
standing of cases involving [sogie] and the harm individuals 
may face due to their nonconformity with socially accepted 
sogie norms.”68 Under section 3.1, the guidelines acknowl-
edge, “Depending on factors such as race, ethnicity, religion, 
faith or belief system, age, disability, health status, social 
class and education, individuals with diverse sogie recog-
nize and act on their sogie differently.”69 This intersectional 
analysis also entails recognition that the harms experienced 
by diverse sogie refugees may be compounded and unique 
as the result of the confluence of racial or ethnic identity.70
Decision-makers in refugee law are advised not to rely 
on stereotype associated with diverse sogie, including 
instances that have surfaced through the history of hearings: 
“Individuals with diverse sogie have feminized or masculin-
ized appearances or mannerisms”; “Individuals with diverse 
sogie do not participate in cultural or religious customs or 
traditions”; “Individuals with diverse sogie would not vol-
untarily enter a heterosexual marriage or have children.”71 
While evidence of community engagement is not discounted, 
the Chairperson’s Guidelines warn, “An individual with 
diverse sogie may not have participated in lgbtiq+ culture, 
organizations or events in their country of reference, nor do 
so once in Canada.”72 Decision-makers are further advised 
to be “careful that the inconsistencies [in testimony] are not 
based on stereotype or inappropriate assumptions.”73
The guidelines should be a promising development 
in refugee law. If the Ward decision had the problematic 
implication that sexual minority status would become a 
site of scrutiny in credibility assessments without concrete 
standards for assessment, and legislation in the 9/11 turn 
intensified credibility assessments and the driving narrative 
that refugee applicants are testing Canadian liberal tolerance 
with fraudulent claims, then the guidelines are designed to 
be a corrective to how credibility assessments are handled 
in diverse sogie cases. Subsequent decisions at the irb level 
involving diverse sogie refugee claimants acknowledge 
that the Chairperson’s Guidelines must factor into decision-
making. In this new era for sexual minority credibility 
assessments, the effectiveness of the guidelines should be 
measured according to whether they prevent homonational-
ist scripts. Their value has been that they redress decisions 
that, despite being undone, nevertheless contribute to con-
structions of the refugee, of the authentic queer, and of the 
overlap they share.
Consider the policy’s approach to vague testimony, under 
section 7.6.1: “Testimony about same-sex relationships that is 
vague and lacking in detail may support a negative credibility 
inference; however, decisionmakers should examine whether 
there are cultural, psychological or other barriers that may 
explain the manner in which the testimony is delivered.”74 In 
a 2017 X (Re) hearing, the irb found a decision made by the 
Refugee Protection Division (rpd) applied legal reasoning 
that was not aligned with the Chairperson’s Guidelines. The 
case referenced involved a Sri Lankan citizen who applied 
for refugee status on the grounds that he “may be assaulted 
by members of extremist groups or the general public, or 
arrested by the police for being a homosexual.”75 According 
to the Board hearing his claim, “The rpd erred in its zeal to 
find weaknesses in the Appellant’s testimony,” because while 
the claimant’s answers were imprecise, “the rpd failed to give 
due consideration to the trauma experienced by the Appel-
lant as a result of hiding and denying his sexual orientation 
for decades.”76 This analysis of the original decision was 
rooted in Nicholas Hersh’s observation that testimony deliv-
ered by sexual minority refugee claimants may be vague or 
partial as the result of stigma, trauma, and internalized hom-
ophobia.77 What has been bracketed out of the problem of 
vagueness, however, is the possibility that the queerness the 
claimant enacted was shaped by non-traumatic experiences 
in his country of reference. Interpretation of the cultural bar-
rier in this decision was predicated on there being oppres-
sive conditions in Sri Lanka. This observation is not meant 
to undermine the debilitating conditions faced by sexual 
minorities around the world, nor does it presume a refugee 
hearing should avoid engaging with those conditions—after 
all, the strength of a sogie claim is predicated on an ina-
bility or an unwillingness to return for fear of persecution. 
Our point here is, first, that the interpretation of cultural 
barriers offered in this case—particularly its attachment 
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to trauma—is insufficiently narrow if the issue at stake is 
whether the claimant is credibly gay. Further, the structur-
ing of legal decision-making, regardless of its inevitability, 
does affective work to constitute the receiving nation-state 
as liberal, against a country of reference that is not.
The question of cultural variation plays out elsewhere 
in the jurisprudence. In another hearing titled X (Re) from 
2017, this time involving a bisexual Nigerian man, his cred-
ibility was found suspect on a number of grounds.78 Among 
them, the rpd doubted that the claimant would be ignorant 
of details involving his same-sex partner, with whom he was 
having an eighteen-year-long affair—details such as his part-
ner’s romantic preferences. On this count the irb found that 
“the rpd looked at the issue through a ‘Western lens’ and did 
not have regard for the Appellant’s culture and background, 
according to which one would not openly communicate 
information regarding one’s sexuality.”79 But beyond this, the 
irb examined the rpd determination that “despite the fact that 
the Appellant was an observant Muslim, he did not mention 
any ‘other fears or conflicts’ relating to his bisexuality.”80 For 
the rpd, the appellant “appears to be an observant Muslim,” 
because he took a religious pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia and 
his wife wore a hijab.81 On this information, the rpd con-
cluded, “The claimant’s failure to address this apparent dis-
crepancy between his public behaviour and religious beliefs 
and his alleged personal sexual behaviour” undermined his 
credibility.82 The irb on appeal disregarded this reasoning: 
“While the rpd’s reasoning does not, of course, call upon any 
sort of derogatory stereotype regarding bisexuals, the view 
that someone who is ostensibly religious would either be less 
likely to engage in sexual activity with the same sex or would 
necessarily suffer from ‘fears or conflicts’ is nonetheless a gen-
eralization and should be avoided.”83
These examples show that the guidelines are unearth-
ing and undoing stereotypes that have long laced refugee 
credibility determinations. This is an improvement upon 
previous practice, but also a clear indication that Canadian 
refugee institutions are playing a game of catch-up with 
homonationalist discourses and still have work to do.
6. Conclusion
Cultural understandings of queerness common to Canada—
a nation-state with a long settler colonial and white suprem-
acist history—inform how the gatekeepers in refugee law 
evaluate the authenticity of the queerness of refugee claim-
ants of colour, in instances related to personal appearance, 
community engagement, and relationship with country of 
reference. The stereotypes identified in appeals and judicial 
reviews sit at the crossroads of sexual and racial identity, 
which means that queers of colour especially struggle to 
enact stereotypically Canadian queerness, and their failure 
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